
Chevron: The Derek Bennett Story
A Tale of Determination, Success, and Overcoming Adversity

The Early Days of Derek Bennett

Derek Bennett, born on August 12, 1975, in a small town in California, had a
passion for automobiles from a very young age.
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From the moment he took his first bicycle apart and meticulously reassembled it,
everyone knew that Derek Bennett had a unique mechanical inclination.

As he grew older, his fascination for engineering grew, and his relentless pursuit
to learn more about mechanics led him to excel in his studies, eventually gaining
admission to the prestigious Stanford University.

Discovering His True Passion: Motorsports

During his time at Stanford, Derek Bennett stumbled upon the world of
motorsports while attending a local race event.

This was a turning point in his life; he had an immediate connection with the roar
of engines, the smell of burning rubber, and the adrenaline rush that racing
offered.

Derek decided to channel his passion for automobiles and engineering into
pursuing a career in the motorsports industry.

The Rise and Fall of Chevron

Chevron, a well-known automobile manufacturing company, captured Derek's
attention due to its rich history, innovative designs, and commitment to pushing
the boundaries of technology.

However, the company experienced a sudden decline in the early 2000s due to
financial mismanagement and failed product launches.
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Undeterred by Chevron's struggles, Derek saw an opportunity to revive the
company and restore it to its former glory.

Derek's Vision and Determination

After extensive research and meticulous planning, Derek acquired Chevron and
assembled a team of talented engineers and designers who shared his passion
for excellence.

He had a clear vision of reinventing Chevron and taking it beyond just
manufacturing cars. Derek wanted the brand to symbolize innovation,
sustainability, and superior performance.

Under Derek's leadership, Chevron made a strong comeback, introducing
groundbreaking electric and hybrid vehicles that revolutionized the industry.

Overcoming Challenges and Inspiring Others

Throughout his journey, Derek faced numerous challenges, from financial
obstacles to skeptics questioning his ability to turn an ailing company around.

Despite the odds, Derek proved his doubters wrong, leading Chevron to become
a global leader in sustainable automobile manufacturing.

His story inspired countless individuals to pursue their passions relentlessly,
reminding them that with determination, diligence, and a bit of audacity, they can
overcome any challenge they encounter.

The Legacy Continues

Today, Derek Bennett continues to guide Chevron towards new heights,
constantly pushing the boundaries of automotive engineering and inspiring his
team to develop eco-friendly technologies.



His relentless pursuit of excellence has earned him respect and admiration within
the industry, and his name is synonymous with quality, innovation, and success.

In : The Derek Bennett Story

The story of Derek Bennett and his journey with Chevron serves as a testament
to the power of passion, resilience, and unwavering determination in the face of
adversity.

Through his vision and leadership, Derek has revitalized Chevron, shaping it into
a global powerhouse that continues to drive automotive innovation.

His remarkable story will remain an inspiration for generations to come, reminding
us that no dream is too big and no obstacle is insurmountable.
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David Gordon's acclaimed book Chevron – The Derek Bennett Story is now
available in ebook format.
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First published in hardback in 1991, the book tells the story of Derek Bennett, an
ordinary man with an extraordinary talent, who started out mending road cars in a
lock-up garage in the back streets of Salford in Northern England and became
one of the world’s most successful builders of racing cars.

The success story of the Chevron marque became closely entwined with the
success of the drivers who raced the cars in the 1960s and 1970s. Among them
were no fewer than six future Formula 1 world champions — Niki Lauda, Alain
Prost, Jody Scheckter, James Hunt, Keke Rosberg and Alan Jones.

Derek Bennett was a quiet, unassuming and immensely practical man, who
designed and built racing cars that looked like racing cars were supposed to look
and that were almost guaranteed to win races.

The irrepressible driving force behind the wheel of Chevron Cars, he commanded
the undying respect and loyalty of his workforce and drivers. His lack of any
formal qualifications made his natural genius all the more impressive and when
he combined his intuitive engineering abilities with his skills as a racing driver the
results were formidable.

The modern-day fairy tale of Derek’s rise to the top was brought to a tragic end
when he was killed in a freak hang gliding accident in 1978 at the age of 44. But,
almost 50 years on, the cars he designed and built in an old mill in Bolton,
Lancashire are treasured by enthusiasts and raced in historic events around the
world.

Journalist David Gordon was in a unique position to be able to tell the Derek
Bennett story. As a teenager, growing up in Manchester, he spent many hours at
race meetings and at the Chevron factory, keeping records of the cars and
recording their successes in scrapbooks of press cuttings. When he joined the



staff of Motoring News, he continued to chart the progress of Chevron first hand
and he persuaded Derek Bennett to overcome his usual reluctance to face the
press and give him a rare interview for the paper to mark Chevron’s 10th
anniversary.

Set against a backdrop of British and international motor racing in the 1960s and
70s, the book also provides fascinating insights into the careers of numerous
drivers who raced Chevrons as they made their way towards Formula 1.

Grand Prix drivers who won races in Chevrons on their way to Formula 1 success
include John Watson, Derek Warwick, Riccardo Patrese, Jochen Mass, Elio de
Angelis, Gunnar Nilsson, David Purley, Peter Gethin and Brian Redman.

Patrese drove a Chevron to victory in the Italian and European Formula 3
championships in 1976, while de Angelis claimed the Italian title the following
year. At the same time Rupert Keegan and Derek Daly gave Chevron back-to-
back British F3 titles. Among Chevron’s other champions was eventual Formula 1
team boss Eddie Jordan, who took the 1978 Irish Formula Atlantic Championship
after a string of race wins.

Picking up the story 12 years after Derek Bennett’s death, David Gordon travelled
many thousands of miles to trace the people who knew and worked with Derek.
His book tells the Derek Bennett story and that of his brainchild Chevron Cars,
charting the contributions of the many people who played a part in the company’s
meteoric rise to success, and explaining why it all happened the way it did.
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